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Abstract
We propose to improve the packet loss resilience of scalable video coding. An algorithm for optimal coding mode
selection for the base and enhancement layers is developed, which limits error propagation due to packet loss, while
retaining compression e$ciency. We "rst derive a method to estimate the overall decoder distortion, which includes the
e!ects of quantization, packet loss and error concealment employed at the decoder. The estimate accounts for temporal
and spatial error propagation due to motion compensated prediction, and computes the expected distortion precisely per
pixel. The distortion estimate is incorporated within a rate-distortion framework to optimally select the coding mode as
well as quantization step size for the macroblocks in each layer. Simulation results show substantial performance gains
for both base and enhancement layers.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Scalable coding is an important tool for e$cient
transmission of video over packet switched networks. The scalable coder transmits essential information on the video source in the base layer
which can be decoded independently to obtain
a coarse quality of reconstruction. Additional
information is transmitted in higher enhancement
layers, which complements the base layer information, to improve the video reconstruction at the
decoder. The syntax for scalable coding is provided
in the H.263# and MPEG standards.
Scalable video coding o!ers means for robustness, as base-layer reconstruction may be used as
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a fall-back option in case of severe packet loss [1,5].
For example, ATM networks can assign higher
priority to the base-layer cells in case of congestion.
In wireless networks, base-layer packets may be
protected by stronger error correction codes than
enhancement-layer packets. However, in practice,
some packet loss is inevitable even in the baselayer. Moreover, error propagation will amplify the
e!ect of packet losses in both base and enhancement layers, and will further degrade the performance. In this paper, we propose an optimal
strategy for coding mode selection per macroblock
(MB) in both the base and enhancement layers,
which substantially improves the robustness of
scalable video coding systems. While there is a considerable volume of published work on mode selection for packet loss resilience in the single-layer
(non-scalable) video coding (e.g. [2,3,6,7]), very
little work has been reported on the corresponding
problem in scalable video coding.
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We focus on an SNR scalable system, which
provides layers with the same spatial-temporal resolution but di!erent reconstruction quality. The
key step in our derivation is the estimation of the
overall decoder distortion that takes into account
the e!ects of quantization, packet loss and error
concealment. To calculate this estimate, we extend
the recursive optimal per-pixel estimate (ROPE)
which we had proposed for non-scalable video coding [6,7]. The extended ROPE is shown to accurately account for both temporal and spatial error
propagation, and to compute the total distortion in
each layer at pixel-level precision. For each MB,
the prediction mode and quantization step size are
jointly selected to minimize the rate-distortion
(RD) cost. Simulation results show substantial
gains in reconstructed video PSNR at the base and
enhancement layers. While simulation results are
presented in the context of H.263# scalable coding, it is important to note that ROPE-based mode
selection can improve the robustness of MPEG-4
and other block-based scalable video coders.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we derive the extended ROPE model that computes the optimal estimate of the overall distortion
in decoder reconstruction for each layer. We incorporate the estimate within an RD framework for
optimal selection of mode and quantizer parameters in Section 3. Section 4 presents simulation
results to demonstrate the performance of the
method.

2. Recursive optimal per-pixel estimate of
decoder distortion in scalable coding
2.1. Preliminaries
The standard video coder segments the video
frame into MBs. In the base layer, the MBs may be
encoded in either inter-mode or intra-mode. In
inter-mode, the MB is `predicteda from the previously decoded frame via motion compensation,
and the prediction error is encoded. In intra-mode,
the original MB data is encoded directly. The enhancement layer typically o!ers three possible prediction modes [8]: MBs can be predicted from
the current base layer (upward), from the previous

enhancement layer (forward), or via combined prediction using both (bi-directional). The prediction
residue is then transform coded.
Mode selection is a powerful standard-compatible tool to trade compression e$ciency for packet
loss resilience. The use of intra-mode in the base
layer, or upward prediction in the enhancement
layer, can limit error propagation and is more e!ective during scene changes. However, in general,
they are more costly in quantization bits. An optimal mode selection strategy at the encoder should
minimize the overall distortion in decoder reconstruction, including both quantization and packet
loss e!ects, for the given bit-rate. Thus, a key task
at the encoder is the estimation of overall decoder
distortion.
However, this task is complicated by two factors.
Spatial error propagation beyond MB boundaries
(due to motion compensation) can only be accurately accounted for by computing the distortion
per pixel. Further, distortion due to quantization
and packet loss are not additive, but are instead
combined in a highly complex fashion to produce
the overall distortion. In this section, we derive an
algorithm to accurately estimate the total distortion in decoder reconstruction at the various layers
of a scalable coder.
We assume that groups of blocks (GOB) are
packetized such that odd and even rows are carried
in di!erent packets. Further, by prohibiting interGOB motion vector prediction, we ensure that the
packets are independently decodable. Such packetization allows missing blocks to be concealed using
information recovered from neighbouring GOBs at
the cost of slight degradation in compression performance. In this case, the pixel loss rate equals the
packet loss rate. The number of packets per frame
can vary with the target rate so as to minimize the
overhead due to packet headers.
We model the channel as a Bernoulli process
with packet loss rate p for the base layer, and
@
packet loss rate p for the enhancement layer. Note
C
that this model is only assumed for presentation
simplicity, and more complex models may be incorporated. We also assume that the error concealment scheme is known to the encoder.
Let f G denote the original value of pixel i in
L
frame n, let fK G(b) and fK G (e) denote its encoder
L
L
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reconstruction at the base and enhancement layer,
respectively. The reconstructed values at the decoder, possibly after error concealment, are denoted
by fI G(b) and fI G(e). For the encoder, fI G(b) and fI G(e) are
L
L
L
L
random variables. Assuming mean square error distortion, the overall expected distortion for this pixel,
at the base and enhancement layers, is given by
dG (b)"E(f G!fI G (b))
L
L
L
G
"(f )!2f G EfI G (b)#E(fI G(b)).
(1)
L
L L
L
dG (e)"E(f G !fI G(e))
L
L
L
G
"(f )!2f G EfI G (e)#E(fI G (e)).
(2)
L
L L
L
We observe that the computation of dG (b) and dG (e)
L
L
requires the "rst and second moments of the corresponding random variables, and develop recursion formulae to sequentially compute these two
moments.
2.2. ROPE for the base layer
It is easy to see that the problem of base layer
mode selection is identical to that of non-scalable
coding. Thus, the ROPE algorithm derived in [6,7]
may be directly applied for calculating the total
decoder distortion. We brie#y summarize the algorithm in this subsection.
We assume, for presentation simplicity, that the
temporal error concealment technique is in use at
the decoder. If the MB containing pixel i is lost,
temporal replacement is used for error concealment, i.e., the motion vector of this MB is estimated
as the median of the motion vectors of the nearest
three MBs in the previous GOB (above). Let
the estimated motion vector associate pixel i with
pixel k in the previous frame. We thus have fI G(b)"
L
fI I (b). In terms of our packet loss model, the probL\
ability of this event is p (1!p ). If the previous
@
@
GOB is also lost, the estimated motion vector is set
to zero, and we have fI G(b)"fI G (b), with probability
L
L\
p. If the MB is correctly received and has been
@
intra-coded, we have fI G(b)"fK G(b) with probability
L
L
(1!p ). Thus, for a pixel in an intra-coded MB,
@
E fI G (b)"(1!p )( fK G (b))
L
@ L
# p (1!p )EfI I (b)
@
@
L\
# pE fI G (b),
@
L\
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E( fI G (b))"(1!p )( fK G (b))
L
@ L
#p (1!p )E( fI I (b))#pE( fI G (b)).
@
@
L\
@
L\

(3)

If an inter-coded MB is correctly received, the
decoder has access to the quantized residue, e( G (b),
L
and the motion vector. Let the motion vector be
such that pixel i is predicted from pixel j in the
previous frame. The encoder's prediction is given
by g( G (b)"fK H (b), and its reconstruction is given
L
L\
by fK G (b)"e( G (b)#g( G (b). The decoder must use its
L
L
L
prediction, g G (b)"fI H (b). The corresponding
L
L\
decoder reconstruction is given by fI G (b)"
L
e( G (b)#g G (b), with probability (1!p ). As the deL
L
@
coder's prediction is not identical to encoder's prediction, error propagation occurs even if the
residue is received correctly. Thus, for a pixel in an
inter-coded MB,
E fI G (b)"(1!p )(e( G (b)#Eg G (b))
L
@ L
L
# p (1!p )E fI I (b)# pE fI G (b),
@
@
L\
@
L\
E( fI G (b))"(1!p )E(e( G (b)#g G (b))
L
@
L
L
# p (1!p )E( fI I (b))# pE( fI G (b))
@
@
L\
@
L\
"(1!p )((e( G (b))# 2e( G (b)Eg G (b)#E(g G (b)))
@ L
L
L
L
# p (1!p )E( fI I (b))# pE( fI G (b)).
@
@
L\
@
L\
(4)
2.3. ROPE for the enhancement layer
We now extend the ROPE algorithm to estimate
the decoder distortion at the enhancement layers. If
an MB in the enhancement layer is lost, the decoder
uses the corresponding base-layer block for error
concealment.
Let us denote the prediction value at the encoder
side as g( G (e), and that of the decoder side as g G (e).
L
L
Let the transmitted residue be denoted by e( G (e).
L
Note that g( G (e) and g G (e) are not identical. Thus,
L
L
even if the packet containing the current pixel is
received correctly (with probability (1!p )), the
C
reconstruction at the encoder, fK G(e)"e( G (e)#g( G (e),
L
L
L
is di!erent from the reconstruction at the decoder,
fI G(e)"e( G (e)#g G (e). Note that fI G (e) and g G (e) must
L
L
L
L
L
be treated as random variables by the encoder.
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Thus, we have the following recursion functions
for the expected moments of fI G (e):
L
E fI G (e)"(1!p )(e( G (e)#Eg G (e))# p E fI G (b),
L
C L
L
C
L
E( fI G (e))"(1!p )E(e( G (e)#g G (e))
L
C
L
L
# p E( fI G (b))
C
L
"(1!p )((e( G (e))#2e( G (e)Eg G (e)
C L
L
L
G
G
# E(g (e)))#p E( fI (b)),
(5)
L
C
L
where the base layer moments are calculated as
described in the previous section.
Let the MB motion vector associate pixel i with
pixel j in the previous frame. The encoder and
decoder predictors are speci"ed for each prediction
mode as:
upward prediction mode:
g( G (e)"fK G (b),
L
L
g G (e)"fI G (b);
L
L
forward prediction mode:
g( G (e)"fK H (e),
L
L\
g G (e)"fI H (e);
L
L\
bi-directional prediction mode:

(6)

(7)

g( G (e)"( fK H (e)#fK G (b))/2,
L
L\
L
(8)
g G (e)"( fI H (e)#fI G (b))/2.
L
L\
L
We reemphasize that these recursions are performed per-pixel at the encoder in order to estimate
the expected total distortion at the decoder as accurately as possible. While for simplicity the recursions have been derived within a two-layer scalable
coding setup, they can be extended in a straightforward manner to compute the total decoder distortion at each layer of a multi-layer video coder.
Note that the estimate is precise for integer-pixel
motion estimation. In the half-pixel case, the bilinear interpolation makes the exact computation
of the second moment highly complex. The estimate may be approximated by the simpler recursion of integer-pixel motion compensation. An
alternate approach to approximate computation of
the second moment in the half-pixel is presented in

[4]. Further, for bi-directional prediction, we make
the approximation:
EfI G(b)fI H (e)"EfI G (b)EfI H (e).
(9)
L L\
L
L\
Although above approximations are sub-optimal,
substantial gains are achieved.
The computational complexity of implementing
ROPE algorithm at each layer is comparable to
that of performing DCT [7]. It is important to note
that the additional complexity is incurred only at
the encoder.
2.4. Simplixed ROPE for the special case of
guaranteed base layer
An important practical scenario in scalable video
coding is when the base-layer packets are transmitted with guaranteed reception or with negligible
packet loss rate. In this case, the decoder reconstruction at the base-layer can be well approximated by the encoder reconstruction, i.e.,
fI G(b)"fK G (b). In this special case, we can use a simL
L
pli"ed ROPE to calculate the enhancement-layer
distortion. The recursions for the enhancement
layer may be rewritten as
E fI G (e)"(1!p )(e( G (e)#Eg G (e))# p fK G (b),
L
C L
L
CL
E( fI G (e))"(1!p )E(e( G (e)#g G (e))#p ( fK G(b))
L
C
L
L
C L
"(1!p )((e( G (e))
C L
G
#2e( (e)Eg G (e)#E(g G (e)))#p ( fK G (b)), (10)
L
L
L
C L
where the base-layer prediction is given for the
three prediction modes by:
upward prediction mode:
g( G (e)"g G (e)"fK G (b);
L
L
L
forward prediction mode:
g( G (e)"fK H (e),
L
L\
g G (e)"fI H (e);
L
L\
bi-directional prediction mode:
g( G (e)"( fK H (e)#fK G (b))/2,
L
L\
L
g G (e)"( fI H (e)#fK G (b))/2.
L
L\
L

(11)

(12)

(13)
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3. RD optimized mode selection algorithm
for scalable coding

4. Simulation results

We next incorporate the distortion estimate,
produced by the ROPE algorithm within an RD
framework. The overall method selects the coding
mode and quantization step size of each MB so as
to minimize the decoder distortion at the given
bit-rate.
The fundamental rate-distortion problem at
hand is that of jointly selecting the coding modes
for all the MBs to minimize the total distortion, D,
subject to a given rate constraint, R. Equivalently,
we may recast the problem as an unconstrained
Lagrangian minimization, J"D#R, where  is
the Lagrange multiplier. Note that individual MB
contributions to this cost are additive and, hence,
the cost may be independently minimized for each
MB. The coding modes are optimized for the base
and enhancement layers sequentially.
For the base layer, the optimal mode and quantization step size for each MB are chosen by the
simple minimization:
min (J (b))"min (D (b)# R (b)),
(14)
+
+
@ +


where the distortion of the MB is the sum of
the distortion contributions of the individual
pixels,
D (b)"
dG (b).
(15)
+
L
GZ+
For the enhancement layer, the prediction
mode and quantization step size are chosen to
minimize
min (J (e))"min (D (e)# R (e)),
+
+
C +


where the distortion of the MB is given by
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(16)

D (e)"
dG (e).
(17)
+
L
GZ+
Note that we use ROPE to calculate the distortion per pixel, while the coding mode and quantization step size are selected per MB via (14) and (16).
The rate is controlled by using the `bu!er statusa to
update  and  as in [7].
@
C

For the simulations, we implemented the
ROPE-RD mode selection strategy by appropriately modifying the UBC H.263# codec with
two-layer scalability [9]. The RTP payload format
[10] is assumed for packetization, and each packet
contains one GOB. A random packet loss generator is used to drop packets at a speci"ed loss rate.
In the proposed system, the ROPE-RD algorithm
is used to select mode and quantizer parameters in
both layers. The comparison group consists of
methods that use random intra-update (RIU) [2] in
the base layer, where MBs are randomly intracoded at the rate of 1/p . In the enhancement layer,
@
we compare the proposed scheme with two standard approaches for prediction mode selection.
One method employs the quantization distortion
estimate (QDE) within an RD framework to make
the selection among the three prediction modes.
The second approach only uses the upward prediction (UP) mode. UP ensures that there is no error
propagation when the base-layer is loss free. 250
frames from QCIF video sequence `carphonea and
CIF video sequence `LTSa are compressed. The
PSNR of luminance reconstruction is computed for
the sequence and averaged over 30 di!erent channel simulations (with di!erent packet loss patterns).
Fig. 1 shows the results for packet loss rates in
the base and enhancement layer of 5% and 15%,
respectively. In the base layer, the proposed ROPE
based mode selection outperforms RIU by
0.4}1.0 dB on `carphonea and 0.6}1.2 dB on
`LTSa. In the enhancement-layer, ROPE based
robust mode selection achieves PSNR gains of
0.9}1.8 dB on the `carphonea sequence and
1.2}2 dB on the `LTSa sequence, over the competing methods. This corresponds to additional improvement of 0.5}0.8 dB.
Figs. 2 and 3 and Table 1 present the results
when reception of base layer packets is guaranteed.
In this case, base-layer performance is identical for
all competing methods. Enhancement layer PSNR
is shown versus packet loss rate in Fig. 2, and
versus enhancement layer bit-rate (as a fraction of
total rate) in Fig. 3. The performance on di!erent
video sequences is shown in Table 1. Note that the
relative performance of QDE and UP depends on
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Fig. 1. PSNR versus enhancement layer bit-rate (as a fraction of total rate). The base layer is lossy. Base layer methods: ROPE (proposed), RIU [2]; enhancement layer methods: ROPE (proposed), QDE, UP. Base layer packet loss rate"5%, enhancement layer
packet loss rate"15%. QCIF sequence `carphonea (frame rate"10 fps, total bit-rate"100 kbps): (a) base layer PSNR, (b)
enhancement layer PSNR. CIF sequence `LTSa (frame rate"15 fps, total bit-rate"600 kbps): (c) base layer PSNR, (d) enhancement
layer PSNR.

Fig. 2. PSNR versus enhancement layer packet loss rate. The base layer is loss free. Methods: ROPE (proposed), QDE, UP.
Enhancement layer bit-rate ratio"75%. (a) QCIF sequence `carphonea (frame rate"10 fps, total bit-rate"100 kbps), (b) CIF
sequence `LTSa (frame rate"15 fps, total bit-rate"600 kbps).
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Fig. 3. PSNR versus enhancement layer bit-rate (as a fraction of total bit-rate). The base layer is loss free. Methods: ROPE (proposed),
QDE, UP. Enhancement layer packet loss rate"10%. (a) QCIF sequence `carphonea (frame rate"10 fps, total bit-rate"100 kbps),
(b) CIF sequence `LTSa (frame rate"15 fps, total bit-rate"600 kbps).

Table 1
Performance comparison of prediction mode selection methods
(Enhancement layer rate"75% of total rate, enhancement
layer packet loss rate"10%. Frame rate: 10 fps for QCIF
sequences, 15 fps for CIF sequence. Total bit-rate: 100 kbps for
QCIF sequences, 600 kbps for CIF sequence)
Sequence

ROPE

UP

QDE

Carphone
Foreman
Mother&daughter
LTS

33.81 dB
31.74 dB
35.77 dB
32.67 dB

33.00 dB
31.08 dB
35.06 dB
31.69 dB

33.14 dB
31.13 dB
35.07 dB
31.89 dB

the packet loss rate and the enhancement layer
bit-rate. The proposed ROPE, however, consistently outperforms both the competing methods.
The generality of the approach should be reemphasized, and, in particular, similar performance
gains are expected when ROPE-RD is incorporated into other scalable video coding schemes such
as MPEG.

quantization, error propagation due to packet loss,
and error concealment scheme employed at the
decoder. The estimate is then incorporated within
an RD framework for optimal macroblock mode
selection in each layer. Simulation results show that
the proposed method consistently outperforms
conventional mode selection methods, and achieves
signi"cant PSNR gains in both base and enhancement layers. The algorithm requires no modi"cation of the coding syntax or the decoder. Thus, it is
compatible with standards such as H.263# and
MPEG.
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5. Conclusion
We propose a method for optimal mode selection in scalable video coding, which enhances robustness to packet loss. The method accurately
estimates the overall decoder distortion for each
layer at pixel-level precision by accounting for
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